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Integrity Marketing Group, LLC (“Integrity”), a leading distributor of life and health insurance, and provider of wealth management and retirement planning solutions, today announced it has partnered with MoneySmartMovement, a rapidly expanding independent marketing organization based in Dallas, TX, and led by Sheena and Matt Sapaula. Financial details of the partnership were not disclosed.




“It’s rare to find leaders as inspiring as Sheena and Matt—they are truly unique in building and sustaining great relationships,” shared Bryan W. Adams, co-founder and CEO of Integrity. “The MoneySmartMovement team brings an enthusiastic energy that resonates perfectly with our Integrity passion. As an Integrity partner, MoneySmartMovement is even better positioned to meet consumers’ holistic insurance needs by leveraging our resources and platforms. Integrity has created the industry’s best technology, products, plans and services across leading carriers to help dynamic agencies like MoneySmartMovement make a real impact on our industry. The strengths we each bring to the table will fuel incredible levels of growth, and we couldn’t be more excited to welcome Sheena and Matt to Integrity!”




Recognizing a substantial gap in financial literacy nationwide, Sheena and Matt Sapaula use their complementary skill sets and expertise to increase consumers’ foundational understanding of financial principles. MoneySmartMovement provides life insurance and annuity products through an energetic and diverse team of agents nationwide. The agency helps consumers transform their lives by improving their financial literacy and educating them about principles of success. The Sapaulas and the MoneySmartMovement team are also instrumental in helping new associates realize the opportunities available through the insurance industry to transform their financial lives and form foundations for their futures.




“Integrity is an incredibly synergistic force that brings together carriers, customers and agents who share a fundamental desire to make people’s lives better,” said Sheena Sapaula, founder of MoneySmartMovement. “Together, we are acting on an all-encompassing vision of better protecting the life, health and wealth of families and offering greater opportunities and hope to the middle class. We want to help as many people as possible reach their financial stability goals, which can be a long-term commitment. To reach our milestones, we knew we needed a partner that would connect us to best-in-class resources as well as to other leading minds across the industry. We’ve experienced substantial success, and we’re nowhere near slowing down—I couldn’t be more optimistic about our future as an Integrity partner!”




“What I love about this business is that our time is devoted to helping others—from our agents striving to maximize their potential to the diverse clients we serve,” explained Matt Sapaula, founder of MoneySmartMovement. “At MoneySmartMovement, our mission is to transform the way people feel about and manage their financial independence goals. Our growth has always been built on creating relationships—and Integrity shares that focus. Just like MoneySmartMovement, Integrity is dedicated to building up leaders. This partnership offers us an abundance of resources and support, so we can better serve more people and develop the next generation of leaders. It’s a clear win-win for our employees, our producers and our clients, and our future has never been brighter.”




The Integrity suite of solutions offers transformative technology to help agents reach the pinnacle of their potential. Its state-of-the-art solutions include the LifeCENTER platform, which streamlines agents’ workflow and strengthens opportunities for deeper customer relationships through Ask Integrity™, Integrity’s AI-powered digital assistant. It also includes LeadCENTER, which fully integrates with LifeCENTER and offers agents actionable leads on demand. Integrity partners also increase their capacity to make data-driven decisions by leveraging the platform’s proprietary data and analytics and cutting-edge product development.




“Now more than ever, it’s crucial for American families to have a greater understanding of how decisions that affect their life, health and wealth all work together,” explained Patrick Bet-David, managing partner at Integrity. “Sheena and Matt understand that—and they’re incredibly driven to help the families they serve improve their financial literacy and make financial decisions that provide lasting security and peace of mind. Now that they’ve partnered with Integrity, Sheena, Matt and the entire MoneySmartMovement team will have access to the industry’s best technology and resources, as well as proven and respected thought leaders. The Integrity platform is built to promote growth, and I know it will provide unprecedented opportunities for MoneySmartMovement, its agents and their clients.”




Integrity and MoneySmartMovement share a vision of more holistic life, health and wealth protection for all American families. In bringing this concept to fruition, Integrity has assembled incredible leaders from across the insurance and financial services industries who are creating innovative strategies and solutions to help more Americans plan for the good days ahead. Through collaboration and partnership, these visionaries are expanding insurance and financial offerings, and improving processes for all stakeholders.




For more information about MoneySmartMovement’s partnership with Integrity, view a video at www.integrity.com/moneysmart.




Integrity, headquartered in Dallas, TX, is a leading distributor of life and health insurance, and provider of innovative solutions for wealth management and retirement planning. Through its broad partner network of agents and advisors, Integrity helps millions of Americans protect their life, health and wealth with a commitment to meet them wherever they are—in person, over the phone and online. Integrity’s proprietary, cutting-edge technology helps expand the insurance and financial planning experience for all stakeholders using an omnichannel approach. In addition, Integrity develops products with carrier partners and markets them compliantly through its nationwide distribution network. Providing best-in-class service to clients and consumers is at the center of Integrity’s holistic approach to life, health and wealth protection. The company and its partners focus on helping families and individuals prepare for the good days ahead, so they can make the most of what life brings. For more information, visit www.integrity.com.




MoneySmartMovement, headquartered in Dallas, TX, is a distinguished financial services agency at the forefront of leadership development and business scaling for insurance agents. With a network of over 6,000 diverse agents nationwide, MoneySmartMovement stands as one of the fastest-growing agencies in the U.S., committed to meeting the financial insurance needs of families and individuals. The agency serves thousands of Americans annually. For more information, visit www.moneysmartguy.com.
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I have a grandson who is both mildly autistic and a weather aficionado. As a result, I must wait for my daily call from him to hear about the weather where I am located, where he is located, and any unusual weather occurrences in the country or even across the world. “Cyclone bombs” and “atmospheric rivers” were foreign to me when I was a child, but they easily flowed off his tongue. As recently as February of this year, they were genuine terms to the residents of Los Angeles and the surrounding area as heavy storms pummeled the region with high amounts of rain that, in turn, caused mudslides and other disasters that toppled trees, crushed homes, washed away roads, and caused mountains to slide down with tons of mud and debris. Images of people being rescued from the tops of their cars and out of their homes, and of remote pieces of land that were newly created islands, dominated the news cycle as the weather changed the topography around them.




This severe weather also reminded me that life as we know it can change just as quickly. Our lives can be turned upside-down and inside-out with a change in our health or that of a loved one. I was shocked once again on Sunday when I went to church and observed one of our older members, now in a wheelchair, as his Parkinson’s disease has continued to advance. While he experienced a gradual decline, for others it can be as quick as flipping a switch. This reminded me of a story:




Once upon a time, a gentleman was sleeping soundly in his bed; in the middle of the night, he was awakened by a sharp knock on the door.




He opens the door downstairs and there stands his very agitated neighbor, who says, “Get dressed, and let’s get out of here. Haven’t you heard the weather report? The river is going to flow over the banks and this whole area will soon be flooded. We have to get out of here!”




And the fellow says back, “I’m not worried about any flood. I’ve lived here more than forty years and that river has never flooded. No reason for me to think it will now. I’m not leaving. I’m not worried. And besides,” he says, “I trust in the Lord.” He shuts the door, goes back upstairs, and returns to sleep.




A couple of hours later he is awakened by the sound of running water, and he goes over to his bedroom window and looks out; by golly, the river has flooded, and it is about as deep as his first story. He sees the sheriff coming toward him in a boat and the sheriff says, “Get in the boat and we’ll get you out of here. The river hasn’t crested yet and it will worsen. Get in here, and we’ll rescue you.”




But the guy says back, “Don’t worry about me. That ol’ river is not going to get any deeper than this. I’ve lived here forty years and am not about to abandon my property now. You go rescue someone else. I’m staying right here. And besides,” he says, “I trust in the Lord.”




Well, the next time we see him, he’s on the roof and clinging to the chimney and the waters are up around his knees. A National Guard helicopter flies by, hovers, and a soldier comes down on a long cable and says to him, “Here, put this vest on and we’ll lift you out of here! Hurry, the flood is getting worse.”




But the guy waves him off and says, “It couldn’t possibly get any worse than this. I’ll just take my chances right here. Besides,” he says, “I trust in the Lord.”




As you can probably guess, the next time we see him, he’s at the Pearly Gates and raising an awful fuss with Saint Peter. “I can’t understand it,” he says. “How can it be that I got swept away in that flood and drowned? Why didn’t you and the angels up here do something? Why didn’t you help me? I trusted in the Lord, but I drowned. Why didn’t you help me.”




And Saint Peter calmly replies to him, “My friend, I don’t understand why you are complaining. We did try to rescue you. We sent you your neighbor, the sheriff’s department, and the National Guard. What more did you want us to do?”




A flood is coming, and the name of the flood is long term care. There are 77 million Baby Boomers headed toward old age. Every person reading this article will be touched by the issue of long term care, either because you will need care or because you will help provide care for a loved one. As Roslyn Carter said, there are four kinds of people in this world: “Those who have been caregivers, those who are currently caregivers, those who will be caregivers, and those who will need caregivers.”




A flood is coming, and we are warning you to prepare for it.




It starts with the fact that we are each given a certain amount of time on this Earth, and then one of two things happens: We either die quickly or slowly.




I lost my dad in a matter of days. I didn’t even get to say goodbye to him in person because he died so quickly on a Friday morning out in Arizona. I had talked to him on Sunday before departing on a business trip to Chicago the next day. I had plane tickets to go out there the following Monday for a routine visit. Instead, I used the ticket to go out and bury him. It was that unexpected.




On the other hand, I watched all four of my grandparents die very slowly, some at home and some in nursing homes. For my grandmother who suffered from dementia it was a long goodbye, as she first lost her mind before her body finally wore out as well.




If you die quickly like my dad, it’s cheap. If you don’t die soon but instead go slowly or linger, it can be costly.




If you are unfamiliar with the cost of long term care in the United States, the national average is approximately $110,000 annually. The average stay in care is three years, which means we are looking at more than $300,000 in today’s dollars. And that’s if you are average! Some will linger much, much longer. I know one claimant who is only 32 years old and another who is the oldest at 103. The most extended current claim with the leader in long term care insurance has eclipsed 24 years and $1.6 million in benefits paid. Long term care can be costly. Fortunately, the insurance to guard against it is not.




Clients work with a financial advisor or estate planning attorney because they want them to protect and grow their money. There is no single more significant threat to their future financial health than the threat of long term care. The risk they face as a couple at age 65 is 90 percent that one will be in care, which means the other will provide this care. Unless this is why they have worked all their lives to accumulate wealth and have specifically earmarked this money for their long term care costs, we need to talk.




A flood is coming…




For some reading this article, I’m your neighbor. You’ve never thought about this before, and I’m here to tell you, a flood is coming.




For others, I’m the sheriff in the boat. You’ve been thinking about this but procrastinating, and I’m telling you it is time to act.




And for some of you, I’m the fellow at the end of the rope dangling from the helicopter. I am your last, best hope, because your health is going to change in the next six months and then the issue will be decided for you.




Long term care is a complex topic; one size does not fit all. I also find that most clients probably already have a host of questions pertaining to their situation. A long term care plan can be tailored to them as individuals or couples. Although long term care insurance isn’t suitable for everyone, everyone needs a plan. Let us help you determine the proper plan for you and your clients.
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Finseca is pleased to announce that Anthony T. Mazzei, Sr., chairman and founding partner at National Financial Network, an agency of The Guardian Life Insurance Company of America (Guardian), will be honored with the prestigious Finseca Hall of Fame Award at the Leaders and Managers Program (LAMP) 2024 in Denver, CO. Mazzei, along with just two other financial security professionals, is being inducted into the 2024 Hall of Fame class because of his demonstrated commitment to leadership, mentorship, advocacy efforts, and improving the lives and financial security of countless clients.




“Tony’s leadership resonates not just within Finseca, but across our entire profession,” remarked Bonnie Godsman, Finseca’s president. “His enduring commitment to the service of his clients and leaders within his firm and our entire profession, exemplifies unparalleled dedication. This recognition is truly merited, and we extend our heartfelt gratitude for his extensive years of service.”




“Tony’s mission is to change lives and make a difference,” said Michael Ferik, head of Individual Markets at Guardian. “Over the past four decades, he’s done exactly that. From his leadership roles in Guardian’s Field Advisory Board and General Agency Mentor Program to his ongoing support of various philanthropic causes, Tony has been a champion of his clients, colleagues, and community. His induction into the Finseca Hall of Fame is a fitting tribute to his work, and we know his efforts to elevate the industry will only continue.”




“A lot has changed in the past forty years,” Leyla Lesina, head of Individual Markets Distribution at Guardian. “No matter what’s happened, however, Tony’s commitment to supporting the well-being of others has been a guiding light for the industry. He is deeply admired and respected by his peers and his counsel is coveted by clients. Tony embodies what it means to be a General Agent and Finseca has made an outstanding choice in inducting him into its Hall of Fame.”




Mazzei has been in the financial services industry for nearly 50 years. He has served in almost every role in the industry: Advisor, managing director, senior home office executive, but most of his time has been spent as a general agent. Mazzei has a unique skill that was identified early on in his career. He empowers others and aligns them with a role that gives them the opportunity to use their unique abilities.




Finseca’s Hall of Fame Award is regarded as the highest honor bestowed upon distinguished insurance and financial security leaders. Nominees were evaluated by the Hall of Fame Selection Committee, which assessed each nominee’s history and accomplishments in four categories:




	Advancing the art and science of agency/firm building.
	Advancing the mission and work of the financial services industry.
	Enhancing the quality of public and private life.
	Promoting professional education in the financial services industry.





For more information about the Finseca Hall of Fame Awards and this year’s inductees, please visit finseca.org/communities/leadership-awardees.




At Finseca, they know that financial security improves people’s lives and protects their livelihoods and future wellbeing. They are rising to the challenge of increasing financial security for all. Finseca represents the men and women of the financial security profession who dedicate themselves to delivering financial security to their clients every day.
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The Intercompany Long Term Care Insurance Conference Association’s (ILTCI) vision is to create an environment for aging in America that includes thoughtful, informed planning that takes into account the most effective and efficient use of resources in addressing the risks and costs of long term care for all levels of American society. It is the desire of the ILTCI to recognize people and organizations that have made significant, long term contributions in attaining the ILTCI vision. This year the Association bestowed great friend and monthly Broker World commenter Ron Hagelman with their Recognition Award. To be eligible for this award, candidates must be engaged in the long term care field, such as a long term care service provider or financier, as a regulator or legislator involved in governance of long term care or these entities, or as a research or policy expert in long term care issues, and exhibit an extraordinary commitment to the industry through ingenuity, length of service and dedication. Following is Ron’s acceptance speech.




First, my most humble and heartfelt appreciation to the ILTCI. Thank You for this auspicious honor and prestigious peer recognition. I apologize for not being physically present where I know I have so many friends but, as I attempt every month in my column, I will try earnestly to make good use of the opportunity to momentarily hold your attention. I must begin by thanking my life partners. My wife Margaret who has had the courage and grace of putting up with me on a daily basis. No one in my humble opinion succeeds without the love and support of family and close friends. My business partner Barry Fisher has always been some amalgam of those roles. We have been tilting at windmills together for over 20 years. There is an ongoing cocktail conversation as to who represents Don Quixote and who is Sancho Panza. My response is “No Comment.”




I need to recognize my family legacy. My father, the creator of America’s first impaired risk life insurance company, Guardsman Life, in 1962, and my brother Curt, who served valiantly for over 20 years as CMO for Hannover Reinsurance, repeatedly helped me understand that insurance is always the best answer.




And this would all be moot without the freedom of speech provided by our industry’s premier independently owned magazine, Broker World. When the publisher, Steve Howard, discussed a possible LTCI column as I retired from State Life in 2004, I agreed if I owned my own words and an opinion column would not be subject to editing. Steve kept his word and I have not been able to walk away from that privilege.




This is now only the second meeting I have missed. I was here at the beginning. The first ILTCI cocktail party in Miami of a primarily actuarial persuasion and the pregnant conversation among each knot of participants expressing a furtive lament concerning our lack of claims experience. Careful what you wish for.




Ok, If you have ever suffered through one of my monthly rants you are painfully aware that I am a hopeless Pollyanna optimist. I know that mankind staggers forward over time. The good girls and guys always ultimately prevail.




Those valiant troops are in this room right now:




	The Veterans who never lost faith or left a client behind.
	The bright and shiny faces of each new crop of marketing and actuarial activists who continue to step forward to lend a hand.
	The company executives in this room and across this free country that know and admit publicly or privately that the sales opportunity of America’s largest unprotected risk does counterbalance the marketing and administration of the perceived risk.
	The folks in this room understand that yes, we all need to win—company, reinsurer, administrator, distributor, front line sales specialists and, please God, those American consumers most in need of our help!
	We have to be closer to an answer. The Long Term Care Conundrum fiercely fought for so many years must have yielded better direction. There has to be a better understanding of earlier planning, entrenched claims experience, consumer resistance and a balanced justice of thought as to where the responsibility of the cost of this risk must reside.





We may know more about what causes the problem and how to fix it than we are willing to admit.




	We know who should buy and why.
	We know that even a smaller amount of prevention balm can help dramatically.
	We know that the carriers, God Bless them, can do a much better job of working together loudly and publicly to help us emphasize just one concept—the risk is real!
	The game has moved home publicly and privately. Creativity and accommodation with this new reality are mandatory.
	We understand we got some past pricing assumptions wrong. It remains an innocent mistake. This must stop being an excuse for retreat but instead a fantastic opportunity to advance.
	Combo life policies are not a panacea. Claims will never be equal between the life and health risk.
	Experiments in Social Insurance will always require insurance support.
	And, finally, I must admonish all those who care. We may have struggled with sales. However, past experience with disability issues mandates that we must not struggle with the efficient and timely paying of claims.





As a proud long time member of the SOA Long Term Care Section Council and a frequent speaker at this Conference, and a lifetime believer in “The Cause,” I most humbly thank you. And I would like to confirm that your generous gift of a thousand dollars will go to the Episcopal Church of the Annunciation in Luling, TX, where we feed the poor, serving over 250 dinners mostly to seniors every Wednesday night for the last 8 years. Now wait for it…




“Other than that I have no opinion on the subject.“
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LL Global, the parent company of LIMRA and LOMA, recently announced Matt Berman, president and chief executive officer, Foresters Financial, and Tom Dempsey, chief distribution officer, Integrity, have joined the LL Global board of directors in 2024 to complete the terms of other directors who were unable to fulfill the remainder of their elected terms.




The LL Global board provides oversight and guidance to LIMRA and LOMA to ensure the strategic direction continues to meet the changing needs of member companies.




Berman was appointed president and chief executive officer of Foresters Financial in January, 2024. He has 30 years of experience leading strategic planning, distribution and product management in both the property and casualty and life and savings insurance sectors, most notably with AXA, AIG and Zurich Insurance.




As chief distribution officer, Dempsey leads Integrity’s entire sales organization, working to ensure that revenue and production goals are met for the Life, Health and Wealth divisions of the company. For more than two decades, he has been an instrumental leader in the development and growth of top global companies. Prior to joining Integrity, he was responsible for directing the strategic development, growth, and day-to-day operations for Transamerica’s most profitable retail insurance agencies.




“Matt and Tom are exceptional leaders with deep understanding of our industry and business and what it takes to succeed in the marketplace,” said David Levenson, president and chief executive officer, LIMRA and LOMA. “I look forward to working closely with each of them as they help guide us on how we can bring the greatest value to our members.”




LL Global is the non-profit parent company for LIMRA and LOMA. LIMRA and LOMA have a combined membership of more than 700 insurance and financial services companies in 63 countries worldwide.




Serving the industry since 1916, LIMRA offers industry knowledge, insights, connections, and solutions to help more than 700 member organizations navigate change with confidence. Visit LIMRA at www.limra.com.




Established in 1924, LOMA helps to advance the financial services industry by empowering more than 700 financial services companies to navigate change with confidence. Visit LOMA at www.loma.org.
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Allianz Life Insurance Company of North America (Allianz Life) announced today that its newest accumulation-focused product, Allianz Accumulation Advantage+™ Annuity, is now available.




Allianz Accumulation Advantage+™ is a fixed index annuity that combines powerful accumulation potential with a premium bonus1, signature Allianz innovations and flexible design. Allianz has also recently added a new FIA with a shorter, seven-year withdrawal charge period, Allianz Accumulation Advantage 7™ Annuity, to its suite of products.




“We are expanding our options to help more people accumulate money for retirement,” said Heidi Vanderkloot, head of FMO distribution, Allianz Life. “Many people are looking for ways to grow their retirement assets while mitigating potential risks. Our new FIAs offer protection of principal and growth potential to help people move toward their ideal retirement.”




Two in three Americans (66 percent) said they need to accumulate more money to retire but are too nervous to invest more in the market in a recent study from Allianz Life*. Yet, fear of market volatility is keeping Americans from taking actions that could grow their retirement assets. The majority of Americans (61 percent) said they would rather have their money sit in cash than endure market swings.




Allianz Accumulation Advantage+™ includes signature innovations like Index Lock, which gives clients the control to lock in an index value at any point once per crediting period2 and multi-year point-to-point crediting with participation rates that are designed to start higher than one-year allocation options and increase each year3. Full accumulation value is available to the Allianz Accumulation Advantage+™ contract owner after 10 years.




The flexible design of Allianz Accumulation Advantage+™ offers 10 percent free withdrawals annually available as soon as the contract year following any contract year a premium payment was made. Plus, any unused free withdrawal percentage carries over into the following contract year, up to a maximum of 20 percent.




*Allianz Life conducted an online survey, the 2023 Q4 Quarterly Market Perceptions Study in November 2023 with a nationally representative sample of 1,005 Respondents age 18+.




Guarantees are backed by the financial strength and claims-paying ability of Allianz Life Insurance Company of North America only.
Allianz Life Insurance Company of North America, one of the Ethisphere World’s Most Ethical Companies®, has been trusted since 1896 to help millions of Americans prepare for financial uncertainties and retirement with a variety of innovative risk management solutions. In 2023, Allianz Life provided additional value to its policyholders via distributions of more than $13.73 billion. As a leading provider of fixed index annuities, registered index-linked annuities, and fixed index universal life insurance, Allianz Life is part of Allianz SE, a global leader in the financial services industry with approximately 157,000 employees in more than 70 countries. Allianz Life is a proud sponsor of Allianz Field® in St. Paul, Minnesota, home of Major League Soccer’s Minnesota United.




	Bonus products may include higher withdrawal charges, longer withdrawal charge periods, lower caps, lower participation rates, higher spreads or other restrictions that are not included in similar products that don’t offer a bonus.
	Exercising an Index Lock may result in an interest credit higher or lower than if a lock had not been exercised.
	Although MY (multi-year) point-to-point crediting is designed to offer higher rates than its one-year counterpart, there is no guarantee rates will be higher or that rates will increase year over year. Rates will vary due to market conditions. The renewal participation rate may differ significantly—up or down—at the company’s discretion, relative to the initial participation rate.
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